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a scene where ram confronts a group of men who have been harassing a young woman and her friend sets the stage for this scenario. his method of negotiating is
simply absurd. we see him tell the men that if they give the women samosas, they will accept their relationship. this ridiculous statement ends up getting a laughing

outbursts from the men and the women. it is not clear whether the men think that this is a devdas brothers style act or they think it is simply acceptable to take
advantage of women. either way, its deeply disturbing. perhaps devdas brothers was meant to be a statement of a man saying that women owe him a relationship.
maybe they have run out of ideas. nonetheless, the movie is a complete mess. it is filled with scenes where the two women use their sexual power to keep the male
leads happy. this isnt funny and is more problematic for the audiences who, after watching this, are left puzzled as to why the actresses are even in the movie. then
we have the antagonist, lata. she is the stand in for the education system in india. the character is forced into characterisation by her relationships with the men and

it shows. its a very..subtle characterisation. it should have failed. instead, it only makes the audience more disgusted with the messages being jammed down our
throats. the scenes in the first half of the movie are like you living through the movie. the meat and the potatoes stuff. then the second half of the movie is a

slideshow of the worst screenwriting ever. the sobs. the laughs. the sprinkling of flashbacks into a movie thats already split between the past and the present. it is a
mess.
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the story is also a disaster. have we seen a love story where the hero and the
heroine are both criminals? i never thought so. also, why is the man always

confused about the women he sees around? and yet, its a love story right? and
yet, its not that thing where he just sees a woman at the dharamshala and falls

in love with her, but instead, he keeps trying to pick up the women he
encounters. love is about compulsion i think. love at first sight is rarer than you

might think. also, is it really necessary for the women to behave in such an
overtly slutty manner? have they suddenly realised that they are married? of
course, this is all part of devdas and the women know that. and that doesnt

seem to bother them. kanney is obviously made out to be a feminist icon. the
reference to agarbathiyar, the king who kept his wife locked away, is put in
this movie purely for moral posturing. while many people have been very

critical of devdas for its questionable filmmaking, it should be noted that the
character of kanney is written in a way that makes them believe that they are
the most powerful, strong and independent women. at times, its possible to
see elements of genuine emotion in some of these characters. they display
moments of love (between krishnaveni and her father), anger ( apsaras who
lashes out at her mother, nandhini because of her parents choice of ram),

happiness, joy, guilt, remorse and so on. thats also the reason why a movie
like devdas brothers makes its audience squirm in disgust. we dont want these

characters to live. 5ec8ef588b
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